VOCATIONAL BACHELOR’S DEGREE

ENGAGEMENT IN HISTORIC AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE ACTIVITIES
INTRODUCTION

The department of history and the Tourism BTS (Advanced technician certificate) section of Lycée de Saint Vincent de Paul have pooled their expertise to provide this course. Students that complete the course will become on-the-ground stakeholders available to companies and authorities.

OBJECTIVES

These archaeological and historical heritage mediators will act as competent intermediaries between scientists (archaeologists, historians, etc.) and users (varied publics, and private and public entrepreneurs). With a direct link to the French Ministry of Education, they will be able to organize, manage and participate fully in Projets d’Actions Educatives (Educational Action Projects). Main fields of application:

- archaeology, Roman in particular
- built heritage: civil, religious, military
- environmental heritage: rural and town environments

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Year 2, bachelor’s degree or equivalent (advanced technician certificates such as the BTS) in History, Heritage, Archaeology and Art History.
SKILLS AND EXPERTISES

After completing the course, graduates will be able to:

• Manage a historical and/or archaeological heritage development project: aims, cost analysis, and legal and regulatory issues;
• Promote a historical and/or archaeological operation: organize an exhibition, public information campaign (including a multilingual poster campaign), design and produce simple multilingual brochures, design complex multilingual brochure mock-ups, and manage multimedia materials (notably digital database management and digital information monitoring);
• Analyse and design projects related to the protection and development of historical and/or archaeological heritage; making graduates sought-after assistants for designers of such projects.

POSSIBLE CAREER PATHS

• Traditional employment prospects: project manager, assistant designer for specialist tourism, guides for heritage-based travel, development agent in a rural environment, local development assistant.
• Future employment prospects: archaeological heritage mediator, architectural heritage mediator, local and regional heritage mediator, particularly in rural environments.

Source: OVIE (Unîmes Student Life and Employment Observatory) surveys of graduates from 2012, 2013 and 2014

KEY FIGURES

80% of students graduated in 2017.

72.5% of graduates were employed 30 months after completing the Licence Professionnelle
ECTS credits: 180
Duration: 1 year
Level of studies: BAC +3

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
• Introductory course/further education
• Validation of prior experience (VAE)

INTERNSHIP
• Minimum 14 weeks company internship

CONTACT
Tél. 04 66 36 45 02
scolarite.histoire@unimes.fr